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The purpose. To minimize losses of sacchariferous mass after continuous sensorless cutting off of
haulm from heads of sugar-beet by theoretical justification of height of cutting off. Methods. Methods of
higher mathematics, in particular geometrical simulation and mathematical statistics, and also analysis of the
gained models. Results. According to results of experimental researches and service tests of process of
harvesting of sugar-beet it is revealed that the newest models of beet combines, manufactured in Europe
and America, cause significant losses of sacchariferous mass. A source of these losses is in the core the
bad cutting of heads of root crops of sugar-beet, to be exact – excessively low point in which cops are
sawed. That leads to straight loss of sacchariferous mass. Thus, there is a necessity of searching
engineering decisions which will allow to avoid both losses of sacchariferous mass, and sticking of residues
of haulm to root crops. Results of research in distribution of heights that root crowns protrude above the soil
surface confirmed the hypothesis that it follows the normal distribution. Conclusions. On the basis of the
gained results it is established that normal allocation has such statistical parameters: mean deviation
s=20…30 mm, expectation m=40…60 mm. Also dependence of losses of sacchariferous mass on height of
cutting of haulm from head of root crop of sugar-beet is gained.
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Cultivation of sugar beet is a strategic branch of agriculture of leading agrarian countries of Europe,
America and China [1-3]. Harvesting is one of the most critical operations in sugar beet production, because
at this stage a significant part of the harvest can be lost [4, 5].
Taking into account the fact that root-crop harvesting includes operations on cutting the heads of rootcrops, their digging and cleaning, loss of harvested crops is determined by a number of factors [6-8].
Therefore, the emphasis should be made on the most significant of them, namely the losses due to
unsatisfactory performance of beet harvesters at the stages of root cropping and their further digging out of
the soil [5, 7, 9]. The increase of contamination of sugar beet roots with green mass by only 1% of the
established norm reduces the sugar yield by 0.1%, and for storage in the collars with the content of the
canopy about 4% causes daily losses of sugar on average 0.02% [8, 12]. At the same time, modern beet
harvesters produced in Europe and America cause significant losses due to undercutting of the heads of
roots and, consequently, loss of sugar mass. Therefore, the actual task of this study is to find ways to reduce
the above losses.
Analysis of the latest research and publications. There are many types of equipment developed to
detect the surface of the root canal head, but beet harvesters, which perform a non-copy cut, have become
the most common equipment that is now used [13]. Nowadays, modern sugar beet harvesters mainly use
rotor units, cut the heads of root crops at the same height relative to the soil surface. The choice of height of
cut heads is carried out according to generally accepted recommendations, but in practice they are often
difficult to observe, given the probabilistic nature of the distribution of heights of beet root heads above the
soil level [5]. However, users of sugar beet harvesting equipment are always faced with the problem of
determining the height of the root canal heads in specific operating conditions. In most cases, the problem is
solved by using the top finger method (including visual assessment of defoliator performance after several

test cycles). This operation is repeated several times, which is a waste of time, and therefore reduces
cleaning productivity and does not guarantee a high level of precision over the entire area. In addition, it is
possible to choose the wrong cutting height, which will result in significant sugar loss. Therefore, it is
considered advisable to develop an automated controller, which would provide a solution to the problem of
selecting the height of the cut, its automatic adjustment in the operation of the harvesting machine. In order
to design this device, it is first necessary to find out the type of statistical distribution that describes the
heights of the beet root heads protruding above the soil surface. This problem has been dealt with for many
years by many researchers [7, 11, 12, 14], and their results are mainly indicative of the normal law of
distribution. But the reliability of their results is doubtful because of the impossibility of obtaining sufficiently
large volumes of samples by sampling and manual measurement. Attempts to solve these issues were made
in the works [9, 12], but their results and methods are not sufficiently tested and should be clarified.
The purpose of the research. Minimize the loss of sugar mass after a continuous, non-copy cut of the
canopy from the heads of sugar beet by theoretical justification of the cut height.
Research methods. The methods of higher mathematics, in particular geometric modeling and
mathematical statistics, as well as the analysis of the obtained models were used in this study.
Research results. To model the defoliation process of the root canal head, a geometric model developed
in [11] was used. The essence of the model was to determine the volume and mass of the head of one rootcrop with the use of geometric ratios presented in Figs. 1, 2, 3. In the case of a known distribution of heights,
the protrusion of the root-crop heads of the lost mass and the remnants of the haulm in relation to the height
of the cut can be predicted by the method [12]. In order to move from one root to an entire root sample in
accordance with the above technique, the enlargement was carried out over the entire height range of the
head protrusion, taking into account the probability of occurrence of each value. The algorithm for
determining the loss of sugar mass and haulm residues on roots, depending on their position relative to the
soil surface and the cutting plane, was implemented in the form of a computer program for the MatLab
environment.

Fig. 1. The geometric model of the sugar beet root head with the lower cut line above the ground
floor:
hi — height of root protrusion, mm; hZL — distance from the top of the root head to the bottom of the
haulm, mm; hz — height of the non-copy haulm cut, mm; hzk — distance from the top of the root canopy
head to the surface of the non-copy haulm cut, mm; hzb — distance from the plane of the non-copy cut
of the haulm to the bottom line of the haulm, mm; d1 — diameter of the upper part of the root head,
mm;
dz — diameter of the root head in the plane of the non-copy cut of the haulm, mm;
dzl — diameter of the root head in the plane of the lower haulm line, mm

The trimming plane 1 is above the root head, in which case there is no loss of sugar mass, but the root
head has the haulm remaining :
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hzk = 0.
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B = 0,
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where G — remains of haulm on the root, kg; B — loss of sugar mass, kg; b and
of haulm and root, kg m -3.
Trim plane 2 below the tops of the root heads:
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The trimming plane of the root heads 3 is below the level of the haulm stems:
hzk = hi — hz .
hzb = 0.
B=

(4)
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(12)

Fig. 2. Geometric model of the head of the root crop of sugar beet, in which the lower line of the
stems is located below the soil surface
The plane of roots heads cutting 1:
hzk = 0.
hzb = hZL — hzk + hz .
B = 0.
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The plane of roots heads cutting 2:
hzk = hi — hz .
hzb = hZL — hi + hz .
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Fig. 3. Geometric model of the head of the sugar beet root, which is located below the soil surface
The plane of roots heads cutting 1:
hzk = 0.
hzb = hZL — hzk + hz.
B = 0.
G=
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The results of the calculation on the PC of sugar mass losses on the basis of the obtained geometric
models are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The relationship between the loss of sugar mass B and the height hz of the copyless cut of
a branch of the heads of roots

On the graphic shown in Fig. 4, the dependence of sugar beet mass losses in specific conditions, after
determining the statistical parameters of distribution (m, ), using a mathematical model [12]. This, in turn,
makes it possible to create an automated system for evaluating the parameters of sugar beet roots in order
to quickly adjust the cutting height of the haulm in order to reduce the loss of sugar mass.
Conclusions
The results of the study on the distribution of heights, the protrusion of sugar beet root fruit heads over
the soil surface confirms the hypothesis of their distribution according to the normal law.
Based on the results obtained, it is established that this distribution has the following statistical
parameters: average deviation = 20…30 mm, mathematical expectation m = 40…60 mm.
3. Obtained dependence of sugar mass losses on the height of the copyless cut of the haulm from the
root heads.
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